
Managing with a Coach Approach



Managing    vs.   Coaching

Manager / Boss
Speaks more (directive)

Quick to assume

Deals with surface symptoms

Decides plan for employees

Authoritative, telling, directing, driving immediate 
needs with specific outcomes

Coach / Leader
Listens more (participative)

Takes time to observe (listen)

Gets to root of problem (asks questions)

Uses collaborative planning (involves people in 
decision making)

Partnering, facilitative, explores together for 
long-term improvement and potential outcomes



Coaching 
Tools

• Invitation to Change 
• High Expectations 
• Frequent Feedback 
• Praise for Progress 
• Clear Consequences 



Two-Way 
Coaching 
Discussion 

• Your Perspective 
• Share your observations 
• Explain need for change 
• Mutual Discussion 
• Discuss causes & barriers 
• Agree on strategies for change
• Provide ongoing feedback / accountability / 

consequences





https://www.bccpa.ca/news-events/latest-news/2022/january-2022/generational-diversity-at-work/



Generational demographic



Leadership Lessons from Coach Ted Lasso



PLAY: Position Yourself for Success

• For Ted success 
wasn’t about the 
wins and losses. It’s 
about helping 
people become the 
best version of 
themselves.



PLAY: Lighten Your Load (Be a Goldfish)

• Be a goldfish. They 
only have a ten 
second memory.  
With a memory of 
only ten minutes, 
we can let go of the 
past that is taking 
control.



PLAY: Actively Listen (Be Curious)

• Ask questions to 
understand more, 
observe more, 
assume less, 
prevent judgement 
and satisfy the 
greatest need of the 
human spirit, which 
is to be understood.



PLAY: Yield to Your WHY 

• Despite the 
discomfort of 
difficult 
conversations, Ted 
finds the courage to 
do what’s right, 
even though it 
doesn't always feel 
good.



NICE: Nurture Relationships

• Nurturing the 
relationship of the 
entire team, not just 
individuals required 
Ted to manage egos 
and resolve 
personality conflicts.



NICE: Include Everyone

• Help employees see 
beyond themselves. 
There is no ‘I’ in 
TEAM.



NICE: Challenge Conflict

• Challenge 
behaviours that 
don’t contribute to 
high functioning 
teams, even if it 
means benching 
your star player.



NICE: Empathize

• Recognize there is a 
personal depth that 
affects employees 
beyond the 
workplace.  
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